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Summary

— Financial markets & capital allocation are driven by expectations for future profitability
— While financial markets have huge firepower, there has been little incentive to redirect capital
— Investors recognise the challenge climate change poses…
— …and appreciate the scale of financial impacts could be very significant
— But have little evidence policy makers will support the economics of investing…
— …and challenges translating potential regulatory scenarios into concrete conclusions
— Capital will follow economic returns; clarity on the economic outcome will drive investment flows
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Financial markets & capital allocation are driven by
expectations for future profitability
Economic, political, social &
environmental trends

External political and market
trends
•
•
•
•
•

Public funding & support
Regulatory pricing
Government interference in
competitive
Market demand
Etc

Operating business

The potential range of market
outcomes is huge, spanning
highly attractive to very
unattractive

Beneficiaries

Company specific drivers
•
•
•
•
•

Strategic position
Business model
Management strengths
Unique assets
Etc

Profitability of underlying
business

Challenge 1

Institutional investors

•

Political backdrop will
dictate the profitability
of climate change
investments on the
scale required

Challenge 2

The effects of climate change
responses on corporate
profitability are very challenging
to assess accurately given
information limitations

Value of security
•

The value of securities
will ultimately track the
profitability of the
underlying investments

Capital allocation
•

Capital will follow
profitability

Returns to asset owners
•

Market growth & social
change
•
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The investment
industry’s key
responsibility is to its
investors

Increased capacity and
social & environmental
resilience are a byproduct of effective 3
markets

While financial markets have huge firepower, there
has been little incentive to redirect capital
But little incentive to deploy those funds
700
Index of Alternative Energy relative to global equities

Annual inflows to global
capital markets
Annual debt and equity
issuance

Annual listed company capex

Annual government capital
investment

Private climate finance
Current vs. estimated
required

Public climate finance
0
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Source: Thomson Reuters, Datastream, Dealogic, OECD, World Bank, Climate Policy Initiative, Didas Research estimates and calculations. All figures are approximate and intended to be
indicative. Climate finance bars show current actual and estimated required spending

Alternative Energy return on equity

Financial markets have significant funding power
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Investors recognise the challenge climate change
poses…
Long list of investor initiatives on climate change

Growing pool of investors recognise the importance of climate change
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…and appreciate the scale of financial impacts could
be very significant
Carbon prices at levels sufficient to drive necessary changes will have a significant financial impact
7%

Value as % of total sales
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Direct carbon cost
Current

Indirect carbon cost
$10/t CO2e

Net profit
$30/t CO2e

$50/t CO2e

Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Carnegie Mellon University Green Design Institute, US Census Bureau, SEC, Didas Research
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Carbon cost estimates combine estimated total direct and supply chain emissions of listed companies with each price scenario, assuming all carbon emissions
are priced at that level. Net profit impact is shown to indicate the scale of impact – in reality, higher costs would lead to higher prices in most sectors (with a
negative demand impact reflecting demand elasticity in each sector) which would mitigate the impact on earnings
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But have little evidence policy makers will support
the economics of investing…
Carbon price trends do not provide a material economic signal

Annual fossil fuel production
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Source: Thomson Reuters Datastream, Didas Research. Carbon price trend based on EU ETS carbon price
and assumption of 0.43 tonnes of CO2e in each boe
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Source: Datastream, BP Statistical Review, Point Carbon, OECD, IEA, Didas Research. All figures are based
on a number of working assumptions and approximations and are indicative of orders of magnitude rather
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than precise values

…and challenges translating potential regulatory
scenarios into concrete conclusions
Supply chain emissions are higher than direct emissions in 80% of sectors (although similar on average)
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Carbon emissions are based on lifecycle analysis of carbon emissions in major economic industries, which we have mapped to stock market sectors. The outcomes are approximate rather than
precise specifications
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Capital will follow economic returns; clarity on
economic outcomes will drive investment flows
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Lever

Mechanism

Direction to pull

Economic incentives

Evidence that corporate value will
be significantly impacted by climate
change policy

Clarity on the degree of political
commitment to addressing causes
of climate change and the sticks or
carrots employed

Information

Sufficient information for investors
to examine impacts of climate
change at a company level and to
make informed decisions

Sufficient transparency in corporate
reporting to allow impacts on
corporate value to be assessed
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Appendix
Didas Research overview
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Didas Research: Long term investment research
— Didas Research is an independent research firm focusing solely on long term equity investing
— Extending investment horizons offers significant opportunities for outperformance but new tools are needed to take
advantage of that opportunity
– Equity markets have become increasingly myopic
– Leading to a lack of discrimination in valuations of companies with high & low long term growth
– Creating opportunities for investors able to approach investing as a long term decision
— We start from objective analysis of the drivers of long term equity market performance
– Sentiment (multiples) drive performance in the short term; growth drives long term returns
– Long term growth is largely company specific; sector, country or thematic exposures have limited impact on long
term earnings
— Growth from shareholder perspectives
– Rather than tracking returns on the value of total assets, we focus on the growth from the vantage point of equity
investors; the earnings available to them and the total capital they have invested in a business
— We focus on the drivers of sustainable growth, rather than forecast earnings growth
– Consensus forecasts are of little use in comparing companies’ long term growth prospects; earnings models are
designed to capture the effects of changing macro conditions on specific assets rather than growth in those assets
– We view growth as a function of capital allocation decisions and the strength & scalability of competitive advantage
(ie how quickly can companies grow their capital base and what returns will they generate as they expand)
– Our analysis examines objective drivers of capital allocation decisions and competitive advantage:
– How companies allocate capital: proportion of earnings reinvested annually
– Where they operate: end market and regional exposures
– How they are positioned: competitive position and relative profitability
– How they are run: effectiveness of stakeholder management
– Red flags to avoid: weak corporate governance, sharp deterioration in earnings, excessive leverage
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— Bringing growth potential and valuation together to identify opportunities
– The conclusions of our analysis across 1,400 large global companies are available through the Didas Research website
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– The Didas Research focus list highlights global leaders

Tying structural industry change to business model
analysis and investment returns
A consistent framework to analysis of industry change, business models and investment returns
Structural trends

Economic

Demographic

Industry themes
Distribution of
demand
Public to private
spending shift
Distribution of
competition
Emerging business
models
Emerging product
markets

Business model analysis

Capital allocation

Where companies
compete

Competitive position

Resource costs
Knowledge

Environmental

Social perceptions of
business
Increased conflict,
unrest
Changing physical
environment

Earnings reinvested vs.
returned to investors
Importance of different
categories of investment

Returns

Reinvestment in
growth

Exposure to growing demand
Consolidation and stability of
end markets
Price or cost advantage relative
to peers
Return on invested equity (RIE)

How companies are
run

Performance drivers

Stakeholder & environmental
mgmt

Potential to
generate attractive
marginal returns
on reinvestment

Sustained
earnings
growth
Total
shareholder
return

Corporate governance

Capital imbalances
Political & social
Labour constraints
Valuation
Value of growth

Earnings multiple relative to
market

Change in
earnings
multiples

Source: Didas Research
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Disclaimer Appendix
This Research was prepared by Andrew Howard, managing director of Didas Research, (the “Analyst”). The Analyst certifies that the views expressed in this research accurately reflect his personal views and that no part of his remuneration is,
was or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this Research.
This research report (this “Research”) has been issued by Didas Research Limited ((“Didas Research”, “we” and “us”). Didas Research is an appointed representative of Messels Limited which is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct
Authority (“FCA”). This Research is intended only for our clients to whom we have directly addressed it and it is provided in accordance with the Terms of Business in place between Didas Research and our clients (the “Terms”) and in particular
clause 4 of the Terms which sets out in detail the basis on which our services are provided. This Research is intended only for investors which are “professional clients” or “eligible counterparties” and is not intended in any circumstances for
persons who are “retail clients” (in each case as those terms are defined in the FCA rules). We do not provide any services to retail clients.
This Research is not a Personal Recommendation (as that term is defined in the FCA rules) and must in no circumstances be treated or used as such, or regarded as investment advice which is presented as suitable for any individual investor or
based on a consideration of the individual circumstances of any investor. Investors must treat this Research and the information contained in it, including but not limited to any recommendation(s), as only one of several elements in making any
investment decision.
Research framework and recommendations: In preparing our research reports, we apply objective, quantitative analysis with a view to identifying what we consider to be attractive long term investment opportunities. Details of our valuation,
methodology and the resources used and other material required to be disclosed in accordance with Rule COBS 12.4.7R of the rules of the FCA including the sources of information utilised and the meaning of recommendations made are
summarised below and more information is available from our website at www.didasresearch.com/members/.
We use analytical frameworks to identify stocks we believe offer potential for outperformance or underperformance. The logic, methodology and analysis underpinning those frameworks is described in details in each of our published research
and all of our conclusions and recommendations must be understood in the context of that analysis. In basic terms, we determine the drivers of competitive advantage within individual industries, identify measures which provide comparison
between businesses on those drivers and apply objective analysis to identify businesses well positioned to deliver sustained profitable growth. We compare companies’ prospective growth to prevailing valuation multiples to determine the
attractiveness of individual stocks. We seek to make our methodology as transparent as is practical; research reports detailing the overall approach and individual elements of our investment methodology are available to our clients at
www.didasresearch.com/members/.
We may highlight those stocks we identify as offering the potential for excess returns through either long or short positions, resulting from the application of those methodologies. Those highlighted stocks result from the analysis applied and
described in our research publications. It is important readers understand the investment analysis frameworks applied to derive stock conclusions and do not interpret stock conclusions in isolation from that methodology.
We may display the performance of previously highlighted stocks in our research, either individually or collectively, in absolute terms or relative to relevant benchmark indices. The calculation methodology used to determine that performance
is intended to provide a fair and balanced view of the subsequent performance of highlighted stocks but should not be taken as an indication of the performance that would actually have been achieved after all relevant costs are considered.
Unless specifically disclosed in the Research in relation to any investment or company mentioned in this Research we have not provided in the past nor do we expect to provide in future any advice, research or other investment services in
relation to any investment or company the subject of this Research or otherwise mentioned in this research or any related investment or company. Didas Research has procedures in place to ensure that any potential conflicts of interest are
identified and appropriately managed.
The price and value of, and income derived from, investments referred to in this Research may vary because of changes in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, default rates, prepayment rates, securities/instruments prices, market indexes,
operational or financial conditions of companies or other factors. In some cases, securities and other financial instruments may be difficult to value or sell, and reliable information about their value or risks relating to them may be difficult to
obtain. Levels and basis for taxation may change. Past performance is not necessarily a guide to future performance, future returns are not guaranteed, and a loss of original capital may occur. Investors should understand that statements
regarding future prospects may not be realised, and estimates may be based upon assumptions that may not be realised.
In the preparation of this Research, we have used publicly available information and other sources of information which we believe in good faith to be reliable. Whilst we take reasonable care to ensure that the facts stated in this Research are
accurate and that the recommendations, forecasts, opinions and expectations contained herein are fair and reasonable, we have not independently verified third party information upon which this Research is based. Opinions expressed are
current as of the original publication date of this Research and we are under no obligation to update our opinions expressed in or any information contained in this Research.
No representation, warranty or undertaking (express or implied), is made or given by or on behalf of Didas Research nor our directors, officers, shareholders, employees, consultants and interns (together, the “Relevant Persons”) as to the
accuracy, adequacy, reliability or completeness of the information or opinions contained in this Research (or given in connection with this Research), or as to the suitability or appropriateness of the information or opinions contained in this
Research (or given in connection with this Research), for any purpose whatsoever, and no liability or responsibility is accepted by Didas Research or any of the Relevant Persons for any such information or opinions. Neither Didas Research nor
any Relevant Person shall be liable for any loss or damages howsoever arising, whether directly or indirectly, from the use of this Research or any material presented or contained in it, except that this exclusion of liability does not apply to the
extent that our duties and liabilities under the Regulatory System (as the term is defined in the FCA Rules) cannot be limited.
This Research is provided for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer, or an invitation to make an offer, to buy or sell any investment or instrument related thereto, or to participate in any trading strategy. This Research is not
intended for distribution to or use by, any citizen or resident of any jurisdiction where such distribution or use is or may be restricted by any law or regulation or which would subject us or any Relevant Person to any registration or licensing
requirement in such jurisdiction.
This Research may contain links to third-party websites. Didas Research assumes no responsibility for the content of any third-party website or any linked content contained in a third party website. Content contained in such third-party
websites is not part of this Research and is not incorporated by reference into it. The inclusion of a link in this Research does not imply any endorsement by or any affiliation with Didas Research. Access to any third-party website is at your own
risk, and you should always review the terms and privacy policies at third-party websites before submitting any personal information to them. Didas Research is not responsible for such terms and privacy policies and expressly disclaims any
liability for them.
Copyright: © 2013 Didas Research Limited. All rights reserved. This Research, or any part of it, may not be copied, reprinted, disclosed, sold, retransmitted or redistributed, in any manner whatsoever, whether directly or indirectly, without the
prior specific written consent of Didas Research which will be given only in exceptional circumstances.
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About Didas Research:
Didas Research is an independent research
firm focusing on long term investment
strategies for global equities. Please visit our
website at www.didasresearch.com for further
information.
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